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Introduction

With the advent of high power lksers It has be-
cove possible to generate faat large-amplitude electro-
atatlc wavea la a plasma. These waves have been the
basis for several accelerator e.cheaes.* Inherent in
all these scheaea la Che limitation that the particlea
eventually outrun the wave. Therefore, although the
plasma wave has an enormous electric field, the parti-
cles only Interact with the field for a limited length
of time. Straight-forward calculations ahov that la
either the wake plasaon or the beat wave accelerator
achsses the maxlaua obtainable energy la 2{u/up>2mc2

and that this energy is obtained In a time which la
roughly 2(u/u>p)2l/L>p. Here u represents the incoming
laser frequency and up represent* the pises* frequency.
1» 2 In tola and the accompanying paper, hereafter re-
ferred to as Z, theory and computer simulations are
presented which demonstrate that, when a magnetic
field la inserted perpendicular to the direction of
wave propagation, the particles retain in phase with
the wave.3 io principle particles can, therefore,
aqulre unlimited amountc of energy.

In the accelerator schesew briefly alluded to
above, the analysis can be divided into two parts. One
first studies the generation of the plasma wave, vhlch
la driven by the non-llnetir interaction between the
Incosing laser and the plasms and, second, the dynamica
of a single particle in the plasma wave. A magnetic
field will affect the propagation properties of the
plasma wave if « c > up where uc ia the cyclotron fre-
quency. However, it ia ahown In paper I that in order
for the particles to remain trapped the electric field
must be larger than Y ph tia*« the magnetic field where
Yph i» (1 - vpi/ c 2)~^ and vph is the phase velocity of
the plasma wave. The electric field la proportional
to the plasma frequency ao that in order for the trap-
ping inequality to be satisfied up/uc must be larger
than 1. Therefore, for magnetic fields pertinent to
the accelerator mechanisa which la being presented,
the generation of plasma waves ia essentially unchanged.
* So ttc analytical discussion in I concerns itaelf
aolely with the motion of a alngle particle In a croaa
magnetic field. In this paper the reaults of computer
elmulatlons, vhlch are shown to be In agreement with
acaling laws obtained in I, are presented.

Simulations

To demonstrate that the Insertion of a magnetic
field does Indeed lead to particles with higher ener-
gies, computer simulations employing * 1-2/2 D rcla-
tiviatic electromagnetic particle code were conducted,
luns were carried out both with and without the Magne-
tic field and the results were then compared Is order
to elucidate the differences. Typically, runa were
carried out on a eyatem comprised of 1024 grids. In
simulations all unite are dlmensionleaa. For example,
time ia Is udta of tip"1 and diatance la in unite of
vtn/up. The method for exciting the plasms wavea vea
chosen to be optical mixing. The field geometry for . '
the simulations was the following. For runa without
the magnetic fi-ld two light waves with frequencies
4up and Sup were launched into the plasma from the left
hand x-axls boundary. The later electric field waa
polarized in the y direction. For runa with the imagne-
tic field, a uniform magnetic field waa isaerted In the

y direction. In both run* the electromagnetic waves
were absorbed aa they left the «y*t«* acd the parti-
^ elcs were readmitted with the thermal -velocity. The
i lasers xeached maxbtua intensities wMch corresrond to
• • Toa/C * •* wlth c**e tiiua t of 120> u-1. Ibe plcama
temperature waa 5 k«V, .while the value Ef the magnetic
field waa chosen so that Up/uc * 6- tn slaulatiea
units this mtana that e • 8 end uc • 1/8. Tfcas. £or
• C02 laser with vavelesgtha 10.6 vm t& 3.6 vm the
parameters were 5 - 300 5cG, I - 2 X 2 0 & 8 7 C B 2 , n« -
6.25x1017/0*3.. aad t - 2.7 pa. -,
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Figure 1
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Flots of a) the laser electric field and b)
the longitudinal field vs. x in a run with
the magnetic field at t - 120 «rl. The
fields are ia units of (»°».,/e)pan<i x la in
units of the wavelength, Xo of the highest
frequency laaer.

Is figure 1 the transverse and locgitudioal elec-
tric fields are plotted vs. x in a run with a Magnetic
field at t - 120 uZ1. The transverse field Is prcna-
gatlng from left to right. It Is evident that the
longitudinal wave la being driven at a vzvsleagth
which corresponds to the long wavelength structure of
the transverse field. The longitudinal field Is appro-
aching values - .75 of the cold fists* vave-sreaUsg
•value mcup/e. For a CQj laser this corresponds to as
electric field of - SS GeV/a. Although they are not
ahovn, the corresponding plots for the run without the
magnetic field are very similar. The magnetic field
aa expected did not influence the generation of the
plasma wave. A- S 0 &?~i? / A5 ̂  ^^ / & -3
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Figure 2 Plot of electron phase space along the s-
directlos In a run with the magnetic field
at t - 120 Up*. fK ie in units of mvtb.

In a run with the magnetic field the phase apace
of the electrons is plotted 1B Ftjure 2 it t • 120 «p*.
The momentus axis is plotted ia units of mvth. The
trapped particles are clearly seer, as they extend way
above the bulk distribution. At this early time a cor-
respondence between the longitudinal electric field and
the positions of the crapped particles are clearly seen.
For large Px> Y - Px/

C» so the aaxlawa Y IS around 13.
la addition, when the magnetic field is not present
the electrons at this early time have Y'S which are
about the aaae magnltuds.

In order Co demonstrate the •og£ important impro-
vement that the transverse nagc&tlc field provides
plots of Px TI. x for the electrons are now shoun at a
later Else t - 210 Up1 in Figure 3. Whereas before at
t • 120 u^1 the most energetic particles with and with-
out the B field had approximately the same energies,
BOW »t t « 210 u~l the particles for the run with the
aagnetlc field have substantially higher y'». This Is
true even though in thm run without the magnetic field
the trapped particles are further along in the system.
this brings up the fact that is the run without the
magnetic field there was only one "en>" of very ener-
getic particles, while with the magnetic field several
"ar»" of vary energetic particles were formed. The
win point of this discussion is that without tbe Mag-
netic field the particles- are a n cmtnianinj tbe wave
while with the Magnetic field the particles are phase
locked to the wave. Indeed, If the particles had seen
a constant electric field evf amplitude Yph *• t b t D •»
expression for Y(x) " Tphttcx/C could be written down I
f—uHlstely. a more detailed discussion is given in
paper I. For fix - 625, v should be - 40, and the sl-
•tlntion shows a value slightly lerger than this. Any
discrepancy can be attributed to tbe fact that the Ax
used is an approximate value. Is any case, this gives ;
credence to the ides that the particles are phase locV-
e& to the wave. Xt should also be noticed that the
plasms is heating up to temperatures of 100's of fc«V ia
the back of the laser. This is consistent with tie
simulations done by others.1'*
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Plots of the electron phase space along the
x-dlrection for run a) without a atgsetic
field a'ud b) with a aagnetic field at t -
t • 210 »-l.

P

Figure 4a rtows a plot of P, vs. k for a run with
She • field. The maxiaus value of Pr is a very linear
function oi x with a slope of - .12. Ve now cospare
this to the vclue predicted by the expression given
in I, P_ - qBx/c, which for simulation units Is Fz *
xuc. In our runs «c " 1/8, so the theovy would pre-
dict a slope of .125. Thus tbe Tesults frra the •lsu-
lation are is excellent agreement with the analytical
expression. In Figure *b, a plot of Pr vs. Px is
• given. Tht point to note here is that ene particles
travel down the ayatem with a well defined ratio of
'*/px " vzfvx' Ihl» «tio can be obtained by noting
that, while the particles' toral velocity ii c, its
x velocity Is vph because it is trapped. Hence, v| »
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-c,^ - , _ o , _ _ ) 2 . 35, ead a 300 kG magnetic field,
electrons can be (in principle) accelerated to 100 CeV
In 2 aeters. For cosperison without the magnetic
field, the ssae energies may be obtained In a B^/a, .
10s piers* over a distance of 100 aetcra.

The above estimate it bated on an extrapolation
of a 1-D simulation which was SUB for a relatively
, abort time. What, is obviously aecesssry are elaule-
tions to be carried out on a larger system, for more
realistic lengths of tine, to confirm ehc results et
; the 1-0 simulations and single parclc e calculation*
' presented io this and tbe accompanying paper. MIMO,
2-D simulations have ret to be carried out to examine
the two-dlaensloaal effects.
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Figure 4 Plots of a) the electron-phase space in the
P, for a run withB direction and b) Fz vs.

a magnetic field at t • 2:

c2 - v|h • c
2/Tph- Siace vph - c, it follows that

P,/Pj, - vz/vx •• lfy h - u_/u. from Figure 4b, Px/P,
. 40 which coapares favorably to the analytical
value of Tgj, which for the run presented le between
4 and 5. This wall defined ratio vz/vx offers a pos-
sible diagnostic tool for an erperiaent designed to
test the aechanlra sicce the energetic particles would
leave the system Mt aa angle relative to the axis of
the laser. For the run presented this angle is -14°.

Conclusion

We have shown that the insertion of a cross *ag-
netic field prevents the particles froa getting out of
phaee with the electric field of the plesaa wave Is the
beat wave accelerator acheae. Ihus, using a COj laser,
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